
Automatic Outlook Configuration for Office 365  

Easy To Use
After you set your parameters and preferences 
through the DeploymentPro web-based interface, 
the built-in wizard does all the work for the end 
users without the need for any admin credentials. 
No training or expertise needed – BitTitan does all 
the heavy lifting for you.

Customizable
Customize the wizard with your own logo and 
tagline. You can also customize automated emails 
to end users so you don’t have to individually 
notify each user on when to update or when the 
configuration finishes.

Totally Scalable
DeploymentPro works for SMBs as well as it works 
for Enterprise level clients.  Regardless of your 
company’s size, DeploymentPro can automate your 
Office 365 migration.

Hassle Free
Users have the option to silently install the agent 
via Group Policy. Nothing for end-users to install or 
manage. End-users simply enter their password and 
restart Outlook.

One of a Kind
DeploymentPro is the only totally customizable 
standalone solution. Other options lack 
DeploymentPro’s project tracking capabilities, depth 
of customization and additional features.

Flexible Options
Integrates with MigrationWiz or stands alone, giving 
users the power to choose the right products for 
the right project. DeploymentPro is also included 
as part of BitTitan UserActivation, and is versatile 
enough to function in any deployment scenario, 
including tenant to tenant (O365 to O365), big bang, 
or coexistence migrations.

Project Management
Track exactly what’s going on in real time. Check 
reporting, review project errors, see who’s installed 
(or hasn’t), monitor batch deployment, or set 
group policy… There’s no longer any need to touch 
an employee’s desktop to configure or deploy – 
ideal for companies with a remote or dispersed 
workforce.

Cost-Effective
Lowers total project costs through automation, 
and doesn’t create any expensive downtime for 
end users. Through the comprehensive web-
based portal, companies and IT administrators 
can manage and optimize the entire Outlook 
configuration project.

Migrating to Office 365 is enough of a challenge without having to spend 
time configuring each user’s desktop individually. BitTitan’s DeploymentPro 
allows you to automatically configure Outlook 2007+ to connect to Office 365, 
saving you and your employees time and hassle. The simple, customizable 
wizard automatically and securely creates a new mail profile, and maintains 
local settings like PST files, signatures, and auto-completes to help make your 
transition to Office 365 easy and seamless, completely removing the need for 
the admin to configure each machine individually.

DeploymentPro removes 
the headache of manual 
configuration, saving you 
time while ensuring all 
your important Outlook 
settings remain intact 
when you transition to 
Office 365. No expensive 
hardware or personnel 
required, and only seconds 
of end user time. 
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